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Our pot plants are all ready for a breath of fresh air.

The collection of random stones and religiously

large open spaces between our

They get enough wind in their hair but not enough O2

putting them in the bottom of our pots are excactly

random stone collection, and then

in their soil.

that: a religious act. “But our recipe goes back to our

blocking the drainage.

Let us give Sophie, the garden cat (who
promised the pot plants that she
would rally for them), a chance to
speak. She told me that they want us
to understand that good drainage does
for them what a diaphragm does for our
lungs.

successful gardening predecessors, for more
than three generations!” That is true, but
parts of the truth disappeared in the quickfix. We remember the stones at the bottom,
but we have forgotten about the neat
arrangement of different sizes of stone,
which is so very important to keep the

The stone arrangement should
be as follows: large stones in
the bottom layer, followed by
a layer of smaller stones, and
finally a layer of even smaller
stones.

tiny soil particles from washing into the
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We also have pot feet these days, and they are not

Plants need oxygen and hydrogen to break up the

only for decoration. They will also ensure drainage

chemical combinations of the minerals in the soil

straight out of the pot holes. If your pot has only

before it can be absorbed by the plant roots in new

a few small holes that you cannot enlarge, it is

chemical combinations.

recommended that you use the pot feet with stones
and mat. If you have substantial drainage holes,
you can rely on the pot feet alone.
Enough about drainage; what did you say about
breathing? Yes, yes… it is so beautiful. As the water
softly trickles through the potting soil, it is absorbed into
Thank goodness we live in a modern age where we have

moisture retentive organic fibres and smaller channels

shade cloth, weed guard or bidim, which can be cut into

while the excess water runs out of the drainage holes.

drainage mats and placed on top of our random stone

Gravity causes the cavities in the soil channels behind

collection. This prevents the potting soil from washing into

the water to be filled with fresh air from the top of the

the openings between the stones and then blocking the

pot. Amazing, don’t you think?

drainage holes in the pot.
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That is why the pot plants ask, via Sophie, that we
replenish the organic fibre and drainage materials in
our pot plants at least every five years.
Are your two welcome
pots at your front door
as healthy and lively
as you are? Are they
maybe,

just

maybe,

breathlessly waiting for
you to help them?

The French Door
THE INSPIRATION

I wish I had one, a French Door. I can walk through it when I need
to escape to the simplistic functionality and romance of a French
country garden.
The timeless doorway and path are framed by Bougainvilla towers
with their under-plantings of dependable, colourful and drought
tolerant plants. In contrast to this is the flowering vegetable
garden, a gardener’s garden, where the plants are the true
heroes. This garden has lush plantings that belie the minimal care
required in this low maintenance and water-wise garden. Straight
lined beds form a good basis for the unpredictable shapes of
plants.
Year round interest is created with the three main textures viz;
the architectural succulents, flowing lines of the grasses and the
flowering perennials. ‘Geniet dit ~ Enjoy it ~ en Profiter’
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Invest in us to synergise your lifestyle needs with your
home environment.
We deliver authenticity that ensures happy plants, happy
customers and happy Garden Gate.
landscape consulting
design and construction
specialised maintenance contracts
or any special requests
We love every project we do!!

“priceless’ is the added quality that your garden can bring to your everyday life
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